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"Based on the New Oxford dictionary of English"--Preface.
Whatever the reason and however long you plan to stay, moving overseas is not just about
deciding what to take with you. Your entire life is about to change and the more prepared you
are, the better the relocation will go.
This course book can be used in combination with the cassettes or CDs of the Oxford Take Off
in German language learning course, or on its own. Suitable for all from absolute beginners to
students wishing to brush up on their forgotten language skills, this carefully structured text is
divided into 14 easy-to-digest units, designed to take the reader from beginner to intermediate
German quickly and easily.
This course book will take you from complete beginner to intermediate level in 14 easy to
digest units. You can work at your own pace using carefully structured learning blocks within
each unit. You can see at a glance how far you've progressed with the course's regular
programme of self-assessment.
This is a brand new edition of the Oxford Colour German Dictionary Plus. This dictionary is an
effective and practical reference tool for students, adult learners, travellers, or business
professionals. It is especially user-friendly, with a colourful design that makes it easy to find the
word you are looking for quickly. It also has usage notes, giving you help with tricky and
frequently occurring words, verb lists and grammar notes. This edition also sees a completely
refreshed and up-to-date centre section. The main focus of this section is to help you build
your vocabulary. We have identified the German words you most need to know, and they are
laid out clearly for you here; you will also find them marked with a handy key symbol in the A-Z
text of the dictionary. We also include word games so that you can practise your dictionary
skills and learn vocabulary while having fun. The centre section also contains a calendar of
holidays and festivals and a brand-new A-Z of Germanlife and culture - ideal for the traveller
and those learning about life in Germany.
A compact, intermediate-level dictionary covering over 90,000 words and phrases, and
120,000 translations ideal for the home, office, or school.

The result of a unique ten-year collaboration between two of the world's foremost
dictionary publishers, Oxford University Press and Dudenverlag, The Oxford
Duden German Dictionary offers the most comprehensive, accurate, and up-todate coverage available of the general vocabulary of contemporary German and
English. The two teams worked simultaneously, each living in their own
country--in daily contact with other native speakers and in direct touch with
changes in their own language--with regular joint sessions in Mannheim and
Oxford to guarantee a balanced and completely consistent treatment. This
sharing of expertise has resulted in a new kind of dictionary, one that is truly
bilingual, not only in its language, but in all the details of its conception and
realization--a dictionary that meets the needs of both English and German
speakers in the 1990s, whether they wish to write or speak the foreign language
or to translate from it. Here is a state-of-the-art reference work with all the
features you would expect from an Oxford Dictionary. It is: Authoritative: Based
on the language data-bases of two of the world's foremost dictionary makers and
written by two expert teams of native speakers Comprehensive: Offers the
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broadest possible coverage of modern English and German, plus regional
variations from Germany, Austria, and Switzerland (for German), Britain,
Australia, and the United States (for English) Up to date: Compiled by native
speakers in intimate contact with changes in their language, this lexicon is right
up to the minute, with entries for such recent coinages as acid rain, AIDS,
compact disc and cable television Easy to Use: Entries are composed according
to what will be most helpful to native speakers, there are many cross-references
to help locate words that could appear in more than one place, and idiomatic
expressions are clearly explained, even when they appear deep within a
definition. Drawing on unparalleled resources, this outstanding dictionary will be
the first choice of students, teachers, and translators, as well as anyone else
wanting a clear and authoritative English-German dictionary
Jonathan Wagner considers why Germans left their home country, why they
chose to settle in Canada, who assisted their passage, and how they crossed the
ocean to their new home, as well as how the Canadian government perceived
and solicited them as immigrants. He examines the German context as closely as
developments in Canada, offering a new, more complete approach to GermanCanadian immigration.
Written by the world's leading scholars and researchers in the emerging field of
sound studies, The Oxford Handbook of Sound Studies offers new and fully
engaging perspectives on the significance of sound in its material and cultural
forms. The book considers sounds and music as experienced in such diverse
settings as shop floors, laboratories, clinics, design studios, homes, and clubs,
across an impressively broad range of historical periods and national and cultural
contexts.Science has traditionally been understood as a visual matter, a study
which has historically been undertaken with optical technologies such as slides,
graphs, and telescopes. This book questions that notion powerfully by showing
how listening has contributed to scientific practice. Sounds have always been a
part of human experience, shaping and transforming the world in which we live in
ways that often go unnoticed. Sounds and music, the authors argue, are
embedded in the fabric of everyday life, art, commerce, and politics in ways
which impact our perception of the world. Through an extraordinarily diverse set
of case studies, authors illustrate how sounds -- from the sounds of
industrialization, to the sounds of automobiles, to sounds in underwater music
and hip-hop, to the sounds of nanotechnology -- give rise to new forms listening
practices. In addition, the book discusses the rise of new public problems such as
noise pollution, hearing loss, and the "end" of the amateur musician that stem
from the spread and appropriation of new sound- and music-related technologies,
analog and digital, in many domains of life.Rich in vivid and detailed examples
and compelling case studies, and featuring a companion website of listening
samples, this remarkable volume boldly challenges readers to rethink the way
they hear and understand the world.
In this handbook, renowned scholars from a range of backgrounds provide a
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state of the art review of key developmental findings in language acquisition. The
book places language acquisition phenomena in a richly linguistic and
comparative context, highlighting the link between linguistic theory, language
development, and theories of learning. The book is divided into six parts. Parts I
and II examine the acquisition of phonology and morphology respectively, with
chapters covering topics such as phonotactics and syllable structure, prosodic
phenomena, compound word formation, and processing continuous speech. Part
III moves on to the acquisition of syntax, including argument structure, questions,
mood alternations, and possessives. In Part IV, chapters consider semantic
aspects of language acquisition, including the expression of genericity,
quantification, and scalar implicature. Finally, Parts V and VI look at theories of
learning and aspects of atypical language development respectively.
Offering coverage of over 6,000 slang words and expressions from the Cockney
'abaht' to the American term 'zowie', this is the most authoritative dictionary of
slang from the 20th and 21st centuries.
This new edition provides an up-to-date and complete picture of contemporary
German, including spelling changes ratified in 1996. Featured are more than
260,000 words, sample sentences, and maps. Thumb-indexed.
This new dictionary offers up-to-date coverage of essential German and English,
and extra help with German and English verbs and pronunciation, all in a
compact and affordable format.
Acclaimed by language professionals the world over for its comprehensive
coverage and meticulous accuracy, the Oxford-Duden German Dictionary is the
result of a unique collaboration between two of the world's foremost dictionary
publishers - Oxford University Press and the Dudenverlag. New tothis edition is a
guide to life and culture in the German- and English-speaking worlds. This guide
covers a wide range of topics: from the political and educational systems, to key
events in the calendar and how they are celebrated. It is an ideal reference for
University students, as well astranslators and language professionals.This title is
a revised edition with supplements and replaces ISBN 0-19-860226-x (plain) and
0-19-860248-0 (thumb index).
Searchable German to English and English to German dictionaries, based on the
Oxford-Duden German dictionary, containing a total of 150,00 words and phrases
and 250,000 translations.
A level 5 Oxford Bookworms Library graded reader. This version includes an
audio book: listen to the story as you read. Retold for Learners of English by
Rosalie Kerr. Oh, how delightful it is to fall in love for the first time! How exciting
to go to your first dance when you are a girl of eighteen! But life can also be hard
and cruel, if you are young and inexperienced and travelling alone across Europe
. . . or if you are a child from the wrong social class . . . or a singer without work
and the rent to be paid. Set in Europe and New Zealand, these nine stories by
Katherine Mansfield dig deep beneath the appearances of life to show us the
causes of human happiness and despair.
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Written by eleven contributors of international standing, this book offers a
readable and authoritative account of Europe's turbulent history from the French
Revolution in the late eighteenth century to the present day. Each chapter
portrays both change and continuity, revolutions and stability, and covers the
political, economic, social, cultural, and military life of Europe. This book provides
a better understanding of modern Europe, how it came to be what it is, and
where it may be going in the future.
This new edition has been fully revised and offers up-to-date coverage of all the
essential vocabulary of everyday life. The dictionary contains over 100,000
words, phrases, and translations. There is special treatment of key words:
frequently-used words, which are the building blocks to learning the language,
are given a special layout and usage notes to help users deal with them correctly.
An A-Z of cultural information is included, to help students further their
understanding of the German-speaking world. A short grammar and glossary of
grammatical terms aids effective communication, and additional features include
model letters, a list of phonetic symbols used for German words, a guide to
German pronunciation, German irregular verbs and games to develop dictionary
skills.
This bibliographical guide contains 10,000 references to the economic and social
history of 30 European countries during the period 1700-1939. More than 3000
periodicals have been consulted to obtain references, as well as books, edited
collections and conference proceedings. The information is listed in categories such as
industry, agriculture, finance, migration, labour conditions, urban communities and
organizations. Full publication details are included, so that references may be located
easily.
This is the first comprehensive, multi-author survey of German history that features
cutting-edge syntheses of major topics by an international team of leading scholars.
Emphasizing demographic, economic, and political history, this Handbook places
German history in a denser transnational context than any other general history of
Germany. It underscores the centrality of war to the unfolding of German history, and
shows how it dramatically affected the development of German nationalism and the
structure of German politics. It also reaches out to scholars and students beyond the
field of history with detailed and cutting-edge chapters on religious history and on
literary history, as well as to contemporary observers, with reflections on Germany and
the European Union, and on 'multi-cultural Germany.' Covering the period from around
1760 to the present, this Handbook represents a remarkable achievement of synthesis
based on current scholarship. It constitutes the starting point for anyone trying to
understand the complexities of German history as well as the state of scholarly
reflection on Germany's dramatic, often destructive, integration into the community of
modern nations. As it brings this story to the present, it also places the current postunification Federal Republic of Germany into a multifaceted historical context. It will be
an indispensable resource for scholars, students, and anyone interested in modern
Germany.
The last thirty years have witnessed one of the most fertile periods in the history of
children's books. A fascinating reference guide to the world of children's literature, this
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volume covers every genre from fairy tales to chapbooks; school stories to science
fiction; comics to children's hymns
Designed for tourists, travelers, business people, and students, this useful language
dictionary provides clear and concise definitions of 50,000 words and phrases plus wideranging and current coverage of the vocabulary of everyday life.
This handbook is currently in development, with individual articles publishing online in
advance of print publication. At this time, we cannot add information about unpublished
articles in this handbook, however the table of contents will continue to grow as
additional articles pass through the review process and are added to the site. Please
note that the online publication date for this handbook is the date that the first article in
the title was published online.
The uncertain fates of Amelia Earhart, Amy Johnson and Glenn Miller have fascinated
readers and aviation historians ever since they disappeared. Even today, more than
half a century after their final flights, what happened to them is still the subject of
speculation, conspiracy theory and controversy. This has prompted Roy Conyers
Nesbit to reinvestigate their stories and to write this perceptive, level-headed and
gripping study. Using testimony from new witnesses and hitherto undisclosed public
records, he seeks to explain why they were reported Ômissing: believed killedÕ. He
describes why American aviatrix Amelia Earhart vanished in the Pacific on her roundthe-world flight in 1937, what caused the death of BritainÕs aviation heroine Amy
Johnson over the Thames estuary in 1941, and what really killed band-leader Glenn
Miller on his doomed flight to Paris in 1944. And he applies the same expert forensic
eye to other tragic aerial mysteries of the period including the flying-boat crash that
claimed the life of the Duke of Kent in Scotland in 1942. This classic study, issued here
for the first time in paperback, will be fascinating reading for students of aviation history
and for anyone who is intrigued by tales of flights into the unknown.

Oxford Take Off in GermanOxford University
Contains over 150,000 words and phrases on a variety of subjects, with special
emphasis on usage, construction, and spelling.
Take Off In German makes learning or brushing up on your German quick, easy,
and fun. Follow an integrated course including activities and dialogues with native
speakers so you can feel confident in day-to-day conversation.This complete
language-learning kit contains everything you need to speak, read, write and
understand German, and gives you flexibility when learning. The pack includes a
clear, easy-to-use coursebook, audio as both mp3 download and on 4 CDs, and
online activities and dialogues to support you inlearning a new language.
During 1942 and 1943 the striking power of RAF Bomber Command was
transformed by the arrival of heavy bombers, advanced navigation and blind
bombing systems, and new tactics to concentrate the bombers over the target
and swamp the German defences. By October 1944 most of Germany's cities
were in ruins, yet the bombing continued to intensify, reaching unprecedented
levels in the final seven months of the air campaign. The value of further area
raids was questioned during the opening months of 1945, yet the Allies destroyed
the remaining cities in a bid to hasten the end of the war. The handful of German
cities still largely unscathed in early February 1945 included Dresden, which was
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obliterated on 13 February. Ten days later, the South German city of Pforzheim
was destined to suffer the same fate.This book commemorates the efforts of the
aircrew members who risked their lives, consolidating a host of intriguing firsthand accounts. It also considers Pforzheim as a representative community under
National Socialist rule. The city's survivors remember the horror of the raid and its
aftermath, including eventual occupation by French Colonial troops and,
subsequently, American forces. Tony does an admirable job of presenting
historical context when considering actions in times of extreme trauma and his
narrative offers an intriguing, engaging and poignant evocation of the closing
months of Bomber Command's war.
This essential text provides a clear and engaging introduction to the history of
modern Germany. The updated and expanded new edition now takes the story
back to 1789 and brings it right up to the present day, adopting a controversy-led
approach throughout. Visual evidence, maps, documents and key event boxes
support the text and aid learning.
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